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ABSTRACT
In this work, we propose an approach for the verification of the AADL architecture. This approach is based on Model
Driven Engineering (MDE) and assisted by a toolchain. Indeed, we define a source meta-model for AADL and a target
meta-model for the timed automata formalism; we define a transformation process in two steps: the first is a Model2
Model transformation which takes an AADL Model and produces the corresponding timed automata model. The second
transformation is a Model2 Text transformation which takes a timed automata model and generates a text in ta-format
code. This code is accepted by the Uppaal toolbox. A case study has been developed to show the feasibility and validity
of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction
The MDE [1] Model Driven Engineering approach provided through its concepts a complete framework to develop a complex system. In essence, the MDE approach
allows several levels of abstraction for modeling complex systems and thus provides most automation in their
development task. The embedded system is a type of
complex system which the MDE approach can be used.
The AADL [2] (Architecture Analysis and Design
Language) language is an ADL (Architecture Description
Language) specifically for real-time embedded systems.
In this type of system, the temporal properties take an
important place in development [3]. The AADL language
focuses on the architectural aspects: it allows description of components and their connections, but does not
deal with their behavior implementation or semantics of
the data handled. This requires a step of evaluation of the
possible behaviors of the system in order to ensure that
the implementation of such architecture meet its specifications. Hence, the need to adopt a formal analysis technique to verify the behavior of AADL components and
their interactions.
In our work, we chose the formalism of timed automata [4] as target formalism for the verification of AADL
models. This is justified by their ability to represent
temporal constraints [4]. In addition, these models have a
great capacity for analysis [5]. Indeed, several verificaCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tion tools have been developed around this formalism as
UPPAAL [6] and KRONOS [7], etc. The purpose of the
toolchain is to simulate the behavior of an AADL architecture and verification of properties using the Uppaal
toolbox.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of the AADL language. In Section 3 we describe in detail the proposed approach. Next, in Section 4
we illustrate our approach with a case study. In Section 5,
we present a brief related work. Finally, we close the
paper with conclusion and future works.

2. AADL Language
The AADL [2] was designed as a language to facilitate
the design and analysis of complex systems, critical and
real-time such as aeronautical, automotive and aerospace.
It is derived from the language Meta-H developed by
Honeywell and is standardized by the SAE (Society of
Automotive Engineers) [2].
AADL has many advantages that justify its growing
interest in the embedded industry. This language was
designed to be extensible, using either properties or by
defining annexes that can be extended according to the
specific design. The standard AADL can be expressed in
different syntaxes: text format, XML format and graphical presentation. Through its various syntaxes, AADL
can be used by many tools, whether graphical or not.
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Finally through proposed standard precise execution semantics, it allows to define the behavior system modeled
by AADL, and a semantic basis for common analysis
tools.
The listing of Figure 1 shows the behavior of a software component thread named Producer. This thread is
periodic with a period of 10 ms. It contains a behavioral
annex, which defines a variable C of type integer with
initial value C = 0. The initial state of the thread is S0
from which it can move to state S1 through interaction on
port DataSource. During this transition the value of C is
increment.

3. From AADL Models to Timed Automata
Models
The aim of the approach is to transform AADL models to
an analysis model timed automata supported by the Uppaal model checker (target model).The approach we have
implemented follows strictly the approach of Models
Driven Engineering [8].
The proposed approach consists of three phases. The
first 1st phase: we define for each model (source and
target) theirs meta-model. In the second phase we define
a transformation process in two steps:
 The first step consists in taking an AADL models and
transform it (Model2 Model transformation) into a
timed automata models (intermediate model). This
formalism is considered as a formal model for describing real-time systems. They provide a formal
support to their analysis. Furthermore, there are many
model checker tools around this formalism.
 The second step in this transformation process is a
Model2 Text transformation. It consists in taking the
timed automata models produced by the previous
phase and translate it into a ta-format [6] description
(the input format of the Uppaal toolbox).
In the last phase consists to open the description gen-

erated by the Uppaal model checker and begin a verification task in order to evaluate some properties such as:
deadlock, reachability, liveness, ...etc.
An overview of the proposed approach is given in Figure 2.
A: The first phase: Meta-Modelisation
The source and target meta-model are represented in
Ecore format within EMF [8] (Eclipse Modeling Framwork).
Meta-Model of AADL
AADL has a great capacity of expression. There are,
indeed, a great number of component types which can be
used to build hierarchical models. As an indication, the
AADL meta-model contains 254 classes including 56 abstract classes. In order to minimize the complexity of the
AADL language; the meta-model proposed respects the
following hypotheses:
1) The proposed meta-model supports only software
components.

Figure 1. Example of AADL software component thread
with behavioral annex.
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed approach.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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2) Only the properties related to the behavioral aspects
are considered.
3) We used only two types of feature: port and subprogram.
4) The number of data shared between thread components is equal to 1.
The Figure 3 illustrates the subset of AADL metamodel.
Meta-Model of Timed Automata
The timed automata is a target model in our appraoch.
Inspired from the work [9], we propose a meta-model for
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timed automata. A timed automaton is composed of
states, clocks and transitions. Each transition has a source
state, a target state and a set of clocks to be reset to 0.
The meta-model is shown in the following Figure 4.
B: The Second phase: Process Transformation
The process transformation is realized in two phases
M2M and M2T:
1) M2M phase: The aim of this phase is to build a
timed automata model from the AADL models. For this,
we proposed five rules:
a) Rule 1: Proces 2 timed Automaton

Figure 3. Subset of AADL meta-model.

Figure 4. Timed automata meta-model.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Transform any instance of a component process towards a timed automaton such as: 1) The name of the
automaton receives the process name. 2) SubComponentt
reference that refers to a thread in the AADL meta-model
is translated by a reference state that refers to a state in
the meta-model timed automata. 3) Reference subcd in
AADL meta-model is translated by a reference clocks in
a clock pointing timed automata meta-model.
b) Rule 2: Thread 2 State
Translate each thread component in AADL metamodel to the state in timed automata meta-model such as:
1) The state of timed automaton receives the name of
thread. 2) The invariant of the state in a timed automaton
receives the value of the compute execution time property.
c) Rule 3: Data 2 clock
The data implemented inside a process component is
translates into a clock in timed automata models.
d) Rule 4: Transition 2 Transition
Transform the connection between two threads to a
transition between two states such as: 1) At the behavior
annex the guard in a transition translated as the guard
into the timed automata. 2) At the behavior annex, the
action between state and a final state is considerd as
action between two states in timed automata 3) Make all
clock to 0.
e) Rule 5: Connection 2 Transition
1) A source thread of connection in the AADL models
becomes a source state of the transition in the timed
automata models. 2) Target thread of connection in the
AADL models becomes a target state of the transition in
the timed automata models.
We chose ATL (ATLAS Transformation Language)
[10] because it conforms with the standard QVT (Query
View Transformation) of the OMG [11]. In addition,
ATL is a plugin of the Eclipse project. The implementation of these rules in ATL is detailed in Listing A1 in
Annex.
2) M2T phase: The aim of this step is to build text
code in ta-format [6] according to timed automata generated in the first step. The generated code will be interpreted by Uppaal toolbox. The next points summarize the
different rules to ensure this transformation.
a) Rule 1: Concerns the body of the generated file
Retrieves the name of the time automaton and organize the file generated into three parts: Global Declaration,
Process Description, System Configuration.
b) Rule 2: Concerns the states
Retrieves for each state the name and invariant. Put
this information in Process Description Part.
c) Rule 3: Concerns the initial state
Retrieves the name and invariant of the initial state and
put it in the Process Description Part
d) Rule 4: Concerns the transitions
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Retrieves for each transition the source state, the target
state, guard, action and the reset. Put it in the Process
Description Part
e) Rule 5: Concerns clocks
Retrieves all clocks from the timed automata and put
its in the Global Declaration.
We choose the Xpand [12] tool to implemente these
rules. This tool is selected because it follows IDM approach, including increased reliability and quality of
code. In addition, Xpand is a plugin of the Eclipse project. The encoding of these rules in Xpand is detailed in
Listing A2 in the Annex.

4. Case Study
In this section we present in a simple liquid heating system. This system has two valves V1 and V2, a tank, a
thermostat and two level sensors: the sensor S1 monitors
the maximum level and the sensor S2 which monitors the
minimum level.
The system begins with a filling phase, using the valve
V1. Once the liquid level reaches the maximum level,
after an interval of [40.50] tu (Time Unit), a level sensor
emits the event completed, the valve V1 switches to
closed position and the system starts the heating phase
lasting 60 tu. Then, the controller controls the discharge
of liquid in a tank by opening the valve V2. The evacuation phase lasts between 20 and 25 tu. It ends when the
level sensor S2 detects that the tray is empty and alerts
the controller through by issuing of the event empty. To
intercept this event, the controller closes the valve V2 to
start a new cycle of the system.
Figure 5 present the model of the liquid heating system described in AADL language.
This model has one process called Chauffage. This
process has two features input and output, this process is
implemented with three thread component: rempli, chaufg
and evacuer. The behavior of each thread component is
detailed in the annex behavior.
The presentation of the model of liquid heating system
in EMF according to the meta-model AADL is detailed
in Figure 6.
From this model we applied the first step of transformation to produce the corresponding timed automata
models. The result of this transformation is described in
Figure 7.
The next step is to generate the ta-format code according to the model of Figure 7. This second transformation is assured by the rules of the second step in the
process transformation. The result of this transformation
is described in listing of Figure 8.
The code we have obtained represents the model timed
automata of liquid heating system accepted by the Uppaal toolbox. Figure 9 represents the interpretation of the
previous code with the Uppaal toolbox.
JSEA
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Figure 5. The liquid heating system in AADL.

Figure 6. AADL model of the liquid heating system.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 7. Timed automata model of the liquid heating system.

Figure 8. The ta-format code of liquid heating system.

Figure 9. Interpretation of the code ta-format with Uppaal.

Now the AADL model is represented by the timed
automata model in Uppaal model checker. The analyses
of the model with Uppaal can check properties such as
reachability, deadlock, liveness.

5. Related Work
The AADL language provides a good support for modeling and analysis of complex embedded systems. To
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

validate the properties of the AADL models is a question
that interested several researchers. The transformation of
the AADL to colored petri net is studied in [13] this work
focuses on the validation of the structure of the architectture in order to ensure integrity of the flow execution and
data within AADL architecture. The translation AADL to
BIP [3] allows the simulation of AADL models and the
application of verification techniques. But, absence of
locality notion in BIP makes difficult compositional reaJSEA
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soning. An encoding of AADL in Fiacre is presented in
[14] that focus on an interpretation of AADL specification, including the behavior annex, in the Fiacre language,
which is one of the input language of the Tina [15] toolbox. A specification of the AADL model in Pola is given
in [16]. This study presents the integration of a formal
language for verification Pola in order to check the
scheduling policy between threads in AADL Architecture. In [17] the authors attempt to check the timing constraints of the AADL architecture expressed in AADL
modes. An AADL mode describes any configuration of
the AADL architecture. The AADL modes are used to
specify the configuration of the architecture (topology)
through a graph of components and connectors. This information is necessary to determine whether the components and connectors are composed correctly.
In our work we are interested in temporal behavior of
components. Indeed, the behavior of each component is
defined in behavior annex. Our goal is to extract from
these behaviors a formal description expressed in timed
automata model. Thereafter, we use UPPAAL toolbox to
verify the correctness and time property of the timed
automata model.

Abbes Laghrour of Khenchela (Algeria) under grant
b*035201- 20005.
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Appendix
@pathMM = /AADL2TA/meta-models/AADLdesr.ecore
@path MM1 = /AADL2TA/meta-models/TA.ecore
module AADL2TA;
create OUT: TA from IN : AADLdesr;
rule Process2TA{
from
M3:AADLdesr!process
to
M4:TA!timed_automata(
nom < -M3.nom,
states < -M3.subccompenets,
c
locks < -M3.subcd,
transitions<-M3.connectiont)}
rule data2clock{from
M1:AADLdesr!data
to
M2:TA!clock(n
om < -M1.nom,
value<-M1.value)
rule thred2State{
from
M5:AADLdesr!thread
to
M6:TA!state(nom<-M5.nom,
Invariant < -M5.compute_execution_time)}
helper context AADLdesr!transition def: IsFinal(): Boolean=
if self.etat = 'final' then
true else
false
endif;
rule transition2trnsition{from
M7:AADLdesr!transition(M7.IsFinal())
To M8:TA!transition(gard<-M7.gard,
Action < -M7.action,
reset < -M7.modifie)}
rule Connection2Transition{
from
M9: AADLdesr!connectionthread
To M10:TA!transition(
source < -M9.sources,
target < -M9.target )
}
Listing A1. Rules of the M2M phase in ATL
“IMPORT meta-model”
“DEFINE main FOR Automate”
“FILE this.name+".ta"”
//Global declaration
clock “ EXPAND clock2text FOREACH clocks
SEPARATOR ','”;
chan “ EXPAND chan2text FOREACH transitions
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SEPARATOR ','”;
process «this.name» {
state «EXPAND state2text FOREACH states SEPARATOR ','»;
«EXPAND intialState2text FOREACH states»
trans «EXPAND transition2text FOREACH transitions
SEPARATOR ','» ;}
process user {
state idl;
init idl;
trans idl->idl {sync next?;};
}
system «this.name», user;
«ENDFILE»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE clock 2 text FOR Clock»
«this.name»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE intial State 2 text FOR State»
«IF this.isInitial==true»
init «this.name»;
«ENDIF»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE chan 2 text FOR Transition »
«this.action»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE state2text FOR State»
«IF this.Invariant ==null» «this.name»
«ELSE»
«this.name» {«this.Invariant»}
«ENDIF»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE transition2text FOR Transition»
«this.source.name» - > «this.target.name» {
«IF this.guard ! = 'null'»
guard «this.guard»;
«ELSE»
«ENDIF»
«IF this.action ! = 'null'»
sync «this.action»!;
«ELSE»
«ENDIF»
assign X: = 0;
}
«ENDDEFINE»
Listing A2. Rules of the M2T phase in Xpand
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